K-12 and Higher Education

Make your space work.

HON.
A Smarter Approach to Learning Spaces

Different ways of learning. New methods of instruction. We’ve paid careful attention to the needs of young minds. From the classroom to the cafeteria and every place in between, our flexible solutions are thoughtfully designed to support every teaching style and type of educational space to enhance learning opportunities for all students.
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Expanding the Potential for Learning

Education has never been one-size-fits-all. Every student has a unique skill set that makes them special and every teacher has an approach to the classroom that sets them apart - that's what makes learning so much fun. HON has gone above and beyond to design exceptionally adaptable, flexible, durable furniture that works in any type of learning environment to encourage productivity, creativity, and connection for anyone who's hoping to change the world someday.

**COMPREHENSIVE**
HON offers a holistic portfolio of solutions for every student, every teaching style, and every type of learning space—from the classroom to the front office and all the areas in between.

**CONSISTENT**
With year-round manufacturing facilities and best-in-class fulfillment solutions, HON works closely with our Trade Partners to ensure you reliably receive your furniture on time, every time.

**COST-EFFECTIVE**
HON builds quality products designed to withstand active minds and bodies. Durable solutions backed by a lifetime warranty ensures that every purchase is a wise investment.
Activities that encourage students to share knowledge with each other, solve problems, and engage in creativity create successful life-long learners. To support learning in all its forms, K-8 settings need to be designed for engagement and adaptability.
Learning by Design
Classroom design features such as choice and flexibility can improve students’ academic performance by 16%.
Source: Edutopia, 2018

Build™ desks shown with SmartLink® storage, desk, and whiteboard and Motivate® seating.
K-8 Learning Spaces

On The Move

Young learners thrive in classroom settings that foster connection and allow for movement. Flexible furniture that can be rearranged for small group projects and collaborative instruction keep active minds and bodies engaged and on task.
New and Improved
63% of teachers desire collaborative spaces and flexible furniture as top classroom improvements.
Source: MDR, State of the K-12 Market, 2018
Preparing for college and the world beyond begins in high school. Help students foster their futures in diverse, flexible learning environments that simultaneously support creative individuality and healthy group participation.
Room To Grow
94% of surveyed educators believe space impacts learning.
Higher Education
Learning Spaces

All Hands On Deck

Gone are the days of sleepy lectures – today’s college classroom is all about healthy debate and thought-provoking group projects. Students need comfortable and adaptable learning environments that encourage creative engagement, intense focus, and infinite possibilities.
Mobility is absolutely essential in modern classrooms. Break students into groups or arrange the chairs in a semicircle for class discussions without wasting valuable class time.

Source: HMC Architects, 2016.
Expressing creativity and developing critical thinking skills through exploration, construction, and tinkering requires a unique set of tools, and Makerspace solutions deliver with highly durable mobile tables and adaptable storage that takes hands-on learning to new heights.

Build™ Makerspace tables and seating.

Makerspace

Where Imagination Takes Flight

Expressing creativity and developing critical thinking skills through exploration, construction, and tinkering requires a unique set of tools, and Makerspace solutions deliver with highly durable mobile tables and adaptable storage that takes hands-on learning to new heights.
Problem Solved
75% of teachers believe fostering creativity in learning develops students’ problem-solving skills.
Source: Gallup, Creativity in Learning, 2019
High Tech
63% of US high school students are using digital learning tools at school every day.
Source: Statista.com, 2019
Students need a variety of learning environments to support not only self-directed individual study but also group project collaborations. Put the future at their fingertips with flexible and adaptable multimedia center furniture that works as diligently as they do.
Today’s undergrad isn’t watching the world go by - they’re creating a whole new one. Because learning goes from individual immersion to intense group collaboration in the blink of an eye, students need flexible multimedia environments that spark creativity, foster focus, and inspire innovation.

Tech Support
66% of educators agree that using digital content meets the needs of more learners.
Source: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD), 2019

Get Interactive

Higher Education Multimedia Center

Contain® storage shown with Motivate® seating.
Social Café

Refuel and Recharge

Not all education takes place in the classroom – chatting over a cup of coffee with a friend or grabbing burgers with the group in a relaxed and comfortable environment can spark great ideas and create meaningful connection not always found at a student desk. Get inspired in a space that celebrates not just how we learn, but how we live.

Preside® tables shown with Motivate® and Flock® seating.
Better Together
90% of students believe they learned best through collaboration in their math and English classes.
Source: American Institutes for Research (AIR), 2018
In-Between Spaces

**Great Expectations**
77% of parents feel teaching approaches that inspire creativity have a bigger payoff for students.
Source: Gallup, Creativity in Learning, 2019
Sometimes you just need to get away from it all. Connect and create in spaces designed not just for work collaboration, but also relaxation and socialization. Whether they’re lounging or standing, students can share ideas the way they were meant to - on their own terms.

Touch Base And Take Charge
Productive employees always benefit from thoughtfully designed office spaces that maximize individual productivity yet support creative collaboration. But school administrators also understand that comfortable and inviting front office areas offer students, parents, and the community the warm welcome they want and deserve.
All The Feels
97% of principals believe social and emotional learning improves students' academic achievement.
Source: Aspen Institute, National Commission on Social, Emotional, and Academic Development, 2019
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Learning Spaces

- SmartLink® Student Chair
- SmartLink® Student Chair
- SmartLink® Student Chair
- SmartLink® Student Chair
- SmartLink® Multi-Purpose Stool
- Motivate® Chair
- Motivate® Multi-Purpose Chair
- Motivate® Multi-Purpose Chair
- Motivate® Multi-Purpose Chair
- Solve® Task Chair
- SmartLink® Task
- Revel™ Fidget Stool
- Flock® Mini Active
- Skip™ Collaborative Chair
- Mentor® Double Pedestal Desk
- SmartLink® Teacher Desk
- SmartLink® Teacher Desk
- Motivate® Half-Round Table
- Build™ Ribbon Shaped Table
- Build™ Dart Markerboard Table
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Makerspace

Build™ Makerspace Stool
Build™ Makerspace Stool
SmartLink® Storage Cabinet
SmartLink® Storage Cabinet
SmartLink® Storage Cabinet

Build™ Makerspace Seated Height with Laminate Top Table
Build™ Makerspace Standing Height with Laminate Top Table
Build™ Makerspace Standing Height with Butcher Block Top Table
Build™ Makerspace Standing Height with Laminate Top Table
Build™ Makerspace Standing Height with Butcher Block Top Table
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Multimedia Center

Grove® One-Seat Lounge Chair
Grove® Two-Seat Lounge Chair
Grove® Three-Seat Lounge Chair
Grove® Three-Seat w/ Table Lounge Chair

Flock® Round Lounge Chair
Flock® Square Lounge Chair
Flock® Modular End Lounge Chair
Flock® Modular Chair
Flock® Ottoman

Flock® Mini Cube
Flock® Mini Cube w/ Casters
Motivate® Upholstered Stacker
Motivate® Task Chair
Solve® ReActiv® Back Task Chair

Arrange® Rectangular Table
Huddle Nesting Table
Motivate® Trapezoid Table
Motivate® Height-Adjustable Rectangle Table
Between™ Multi-Purpose Table
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Social Café and In-Between Spaces

- Ruck™ Multi-Purpose Chair
- Motivate® Counter Height Stool
- Accommodate® Counter Height Stool
- Flock® Casual Guest Chair
- Motivate® Café Height Stool
- Accommodate® Café Height Stool
- Ignition® Café Height Stool
- Flock® Four-Leg Stool
- Solve® Upholstered Chair
- Ignition® Task Stool
- Mav™ Lounge Chair
- Flock® Wide Lounge Chair
- Flock® Square Lounge Chair
- Flock® Mini Cylinder w/ Casters
- West Hill™ Two-Seat Lounge
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Social Café and In-Between Spaces

Between™ Seated Height Table
Arrange™ Seated Height Table
Arrange™ Counter Height Table
Arrange™ Café Height Table
Flock® Standing Height Table

Scramble™ Lounge Height Table
Birk™ Occasional Lounge Height Table
Flock® Occasional Table
Preside® Seated Height Table
Preside® Standing Height Table

Astir™ Lounge
Birk™ Tables
Ruck™ Chairs

Preside® Table and Bench
Flock® Mini

Preside® Table
Flock® Stools
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Administration

Ignition® 2.0 Upholstered Back Task Chair
Ignition® 2.0 ReActiv® Back Task Chair
Solve® ReActiv® Back Task Chair
Cliq™ Task Chair
Ignition® 2.0 ReActiv® Back Guest Chair

Ignition® 2.0 Upholstered Back Guest Chair
Voi® Desk
Empower® Workstation
10500™ Series Desk
38000™ Series Desk

Coordinate™ Height-Adjustable Desk
Abound® Cubicle
Accelerate® Cubicle
Brigade® Bookcases
Brigade® Bookcases

310 Series Vertical Files
Flagship® Lateral File
Brigade® 700 Series Lateral Files
Brigade® Storage Cabinet
Flagship® Modular Storage
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Accessories & Storage
HON NOW delivers quality classroom furniture FAST. Ask how you can get smart solutions for your school that stand the test of time - without the wait.

10500 Series™ shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating.